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Rugg-Gunn, eye surgeon and eye doctor, was an early pupil and 
friend of F. M. Alexander. He had written articles on the Tech-
nique before his 1959 manuscript for a book, “Posture and Allied 
Processes in Man”. This book was never published (but is now 
available from the Mouritz PDF library). Alexander Murray 
published edited extracts from four chapters (7-10) as a booklet 
under the title of “Mature Consideration of the Work of F. M. 
Alexander” (undated), and it is this booklet that is here repro-
duced.
 In the section ‘The Technique of Re-Integration’ Rugg-Gunn 
discusses the learning process of the Technique. In ‘The Inte-
grated Organism’ he argues that integration consists primarily of 
a dynamic upwards axial direction and discusses its effects on 
movement, using the example of sitting-to-standing and leaning 
against a book on the back of a chair. In ‘Background to Disease’ 
he argues that dysfunction of posture and dysfunction of move-
ment are the same condition and that changes in the pattern of 
muscle tonus distribution upset nervous and vascular balances, 
affect metabolism, and influence adversely general behaviour. In 
‘The Philosophy of a Technique’ he discusses the moral impli-
cations of the Technique, writing that because the working of 
the mind and of the body is a ‘total-working’ process, the right 
‘means whereby’ is a ‘good’ in the universal sense, surpassing that 
of the end.

The Technique of Re-inTegRaTion
Shape is perceptible to and is appraised by the eye, supplemented by 
touch; surface texture by touch, supplemented by the eye. Both eye and 
touch must be trained. The trained eye is a familiar concept, but the 
trained touch, is more difficult to define. It involves the sense of touch, 
but it includes much more, and is better described, as in clinical medicine, 
by the word ‘palpation’.

Certain secrets of the living body are revealed only through palpa-
tion by the educated hand. For in the living body there is an individual 
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organic consistency, the proper elasticity and spring of the organism as a 
working whole, which reveals to the experienced hand its state of internal 
equilibrium and adjustment, the quality of its functioning, and its gen-
eral organic well being, i.e. its integration as a whole or the reverse. This 
natural resiliency or plasticity is an expression of the distribution of parts, 
particularly of the axial elements of the body; of the free play of elastic 
structures; of the optimal (or sub-optimal) level of muscle tonus and its 
substratum of nervous energy of the neuro-muscular system serving pos-
ture and movement. It is an index of the dynamic state of the organism, a 
tactile sign of an indwelling harmony and grace. It is an index, however, 
which few possess the ability to assess. Much knowledge and experience 
underlie the correct interpretation of these perceptions.

Closely correlated with the feel of the body by perceptive hands is 
its objective shape, which also is an index of importance not only for 
the individual but for the species. Form follows function. It is evident, 
therefore, that the shape characteristic of any species is a norm around 
which individual variations fluctuate, and that there is an optimal shape 
for the individual within this range. It follows, further, that a technique of 
individual re integration must restore both the inner consistency and the 
outer shape which is optimal for that individual.

Matthias Alexander possessed this quality of palpation to a supreme 
degree: His insight into the living body had the quality of genius, the 
product of natural endowment and great experience. Alexander’s mode 
of palpation must not be misunderstood. His aim was not the exploration 
of anatomical structures but an assessment of physical and physiological 
forces, their distribution within the body and their collective co-operation 
to one end. This end is the integration of the whole man, and is based 
ultimately on the efficient use of man’s complex anti-gravity mechanism. 
Alexander’s conception of the body as an indivisible unity, with function 
as the unifying force, and the sense of touch which defines it, underlay his 
technique and explain his success as a re-educator.

The following description of Alexander’s technique is concerned with 
one or two general principles, not with details, which can be found in his 
book. The aim of the technique is quite definite; it is integration of the 
human individual as a whole, body and mind as one indivisible unity, and 
an improved use of the self (which is the means whereby intregration is 
accomplished) to that end. In Chapter V it was suggested that all motor 
phenomena, under nervous control, fall roughly into two groups: pri-
mary or innate, and secondary or acquired; the latter, although abnormal 
and unnatural, has become universal in modern man. The primary is the 
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normal and natural motor response to stimulation but, although deeply 
rooted in our nature, its use has become a lost art. The acquired, which 
has replaced it, is a perverted use of the emergency path through second-
ary reflexes. The primary is the use, or restoration of the use, of the older 
path of reflex activity, which coincides with steps in embryonic develop-
ment from the stage of the fertilized ovum to that of the adult, and which, 
therefore, determines at all periods of life the directional route along 
which normal movement and neural energy are channelled. Even now 
there are some athletes, natural geniuses at games, who, unconsciously for 
the most part and in varying degrees, use the true physiological path. The 
problem, therefore, is to teach its habitual use to all, to wean a pupil from 
activities, usually deeply ingrained in his behaviour, conducted through 
secondary reflexes in the mistaken belief that this speeds the gaining of 
his end, and substituting a reversion to the older, primary path. It follows 
that the first task of a pupil is to learn to inhibit the impulse to perform 
an act by the customary but wrong method which he has used most of his 
life, and which has become second nature to him. This is no easy task. It 
is notoriously more difficult to refrain from doing a thing than it is to do a 
thing. The pupil must learn to use a new method and, naturally, must first 
of all unlearn or inhibit the old one. This implies that he must realize and 
conform to the conception that method is more important than result.

Alexander used certain key words or phrases designed to convey to the 
pupil ideas actually inexpressible in words because descriptive of a sen-
sation. Examples are: the use of the self (including right use and wrong 
use); end-gaining; the means whereby; head forward and up; keep your 
length; broaden the back; etc. Such directions are helpful in showing the 
pupil where he goes wrong and in acquiring the right sensory experi-
ence. Many of them can only be understood when the pupil has reached 
a certain stage of improvement. Words are meaningless until allied to and 
identified with an experience. However, the phrase ‘the use of the self ’, 
which is the title of one of Alexanders books is self-explanatory; it means 
exactly what it says. The self is the conscious body and mind as a single 
integrated instrument. It is not a group of inter-woven tissues exercising 
many different functions, but an integral working tool, the use of which 
has to be learned and perfected like that of any other tool. The self is the 
instrument of the self; its use involves the whole, just as growth involves 
the whole child. Use of the self, unlike growth, is a voluntary function, 
and skill in its performance must be acquired. No instrument can survive 
unimpaired in its use by a faulty technique. With this particular instru-
ment, the correct method of use is dictated not by its mechanism only but 
by its development.
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During a lesson, therefore, certain directions are given to the pupil, 
stage by stage, during the performance of a particular movement. These 
directions correspond with the progress of the movement, and are assimi-
lated by the pupil into the process of moving. Most functional acts are not 
single events but a process of chained events. Therefore, directions must 
be given, as Alexander says, ‘in their right relationship one to another, the 
coordinate series of orders resulting in a coordinated use of the organ-
ism.’ The first direction is designed to prohibit the pupil’s habitual reflex 
response and, then, ‘to take care of the means and the end will take care 
of itself.’ Only when he successfully inhibits his customary response can 
the pupil go on to obey the further directions designed to effect a given 
performance correctly. First there is an arrest, then movement. Inhibi-
tion, therefore, is of paramount importance. It is perhaps the most dif-
ficult obstacle that a pupil must surmount, because, like all of us, he has 
hitherto always been a confirmed end-gainer, insisting all unknowingly 
on gaining his end by any means, rather than taking time to consider the 
means whereby that end can be gained so as to ensure the best possible 
result. The end-gaining habit of a lifetime causes him, as in the case of a 
stammerer, to over-run constantly one or more in the series of messages 
that he has been asked to project.

Another source of difficulty in accomplishing initial inhibition suc-
cessfully is associated more directly with defective sensory appreciation. 
However unreliable a pupil’s sensory experience may be, it feels right to 
him. Our sense of what is right is merely that which is familiar or which 
we feel to be familiar from habit, and the familiar inspires sensory con-
fidence. If, however, the sensation of being right or doing right is asso-
ciated with product or result and not with method of operation, then 
a false confidence is inspired. Consequently, the pupil should acquire 
a new and different sensory experience, and this should be associated 
with the means and not with the end. As Alexander puts it, the known 
must be replaced by the unknown, the familiar by the unfamiliar. Old 
ingrained sensory experiences must be discarded and new and strange 
ones accepted. The pupil is faced with a paradox – he must do what he 
feels to be wrong and is conscious of being deprived of the customary 
sensory confidence. The result is conflict, born of fear of change or fear 
of the unknown. The new and unfamiliar may be potentially harmful, 
hence the fear of the unknown. As Alexander wrote, ‘. . . the very essence 
of change demands coming into contact with the unknown; therefore, 
their past experiences (the known) will not help but rather impede them.’ 
The fear of the unknown, which is largely unconscious or felt only vaguely 
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is, nonetheless, powerful as a motive, must be overcome, and this is a 
step that involves more than physical behaviour. It involves a decision. 
In a sense it is a moral decision in that it decides whether one should do 
right or wrong. In everyone’s life there occur times when certain decisions 
seem to be made independently of intellectual processes. They are made 
independently of arguments about pros and cons or alternatives or even 
whether one is right or wrong. They are acts of faith, leaps in the dark like 
Kierkegaard’s leap of faith. The essence of great experience is penetration 
into the unknown, the inexperienced. All human progress and civilization 
are based upon exploration of the unknown, upon courage and the leap 
of faith. Inhibition is difficult intrinsically and also indirectly in that it 
involves an encounter with the unknown.

When the pupil has learned to inhibit his habitual mode of response, 
he ceases to be an end-gainer and, helped by appropriate directions, 
which he projects inwardly, and by certain manipulations by the teacher 
designed to give him the right sensory experience and the optimal degree 
of muscle tension for any given act, he embarks upon the new way of per-
forming movement. This is initiated and controlled by the neck-righting 
reflexes – involving the correct alignment of the head to the trunk – and it 
is the only part of the postural mechanism that is susceptible to conscious 
control. Alexander called it the primary control.

The full meaning of this term, which describes the regulating mecha-
nism of a wide variety of forces, must be appreciated. The primary control 
of the use of the self is so called because it is the initial step in the process 
of resisting the force of gravity, following immediately upon the act of 
willing. It sets going the spinal mechanism of ‘lift’,which is the proper 
stimulus of the stretch reflexes of the neck muscles. It is therefore the 
determining factor in setting at a given time the right level of muscle 
tone throughout the body, and directing all aspects of the process which 
embraces tonus, posture and movement. The primary control also deter-
mines the accuracy of sensory appreciation, and is the link between con-
scious mind and the effective elements of behavior. The correct use of the 
primary control is the key to proper function. Once the pupil has learned 
this lesson and incorporates it, in all his activities, the rest follows. His 
every act and movement then becomes switched over from the path of 
secondary reflexes to that of the primary, parent reflex. This is not accom-
plished and is not possible until the sensory content ceases to be untrust-
worthy. But the education of the one helps the education of the other, 
and certain replacements, correcting by gentle manipulation defects of 
habit, such as abnormal muscular pulls and thrusts and unnecessary con-
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tractions and other acquired maladjustments, are used during a lesson in 
order to assist in re-establishing correct sensory appreciation and achiev-
ing the shape, proportions and grace of a well-integrated body. A fuller 
discussion of the end results of Alexander’s technique is reserved for the 
next chapter. Two comments, however, must be made. Firstly, throughout 
the whole technique there is no teaching of so-called correct positions or 
postures. Alexander said that ‘correct position or posture indicates a fixed 
position, and a person held to a fixed position cannot grow, as we under-
stand growth.’ On the contrary, the effect is one of freedom and release. 
Nervous energy, dammed and obstructed by opposing local contractions, 
pseudo-adjustments and other postural defects, flows freely, and is, as it 
were, polarized along the lines of gravitational force. A static and chaotic 
pattern is transformed into one of symmetry and dynamic order.

Secondly, the part played by directions and orders in the education 
of a pupil must not be misunderstood. The pupil does not in any sense 
delegate his responsibilities to the control of his teacher. He does not 
become dependent upon external authority but, on the contrary, learns to 
substitute positive control through forethought and intelligence – his own 
intelligence – in place of the negative principle of no control, not only at 
lessons but in all the activities of his conscious life.

The inTegRaTed oRganism
We have shown, in the earlier chapters, how muscle was expressly designed 
for locomotion in the head-first direction. Anti-gravity functions devel-
oped later, and the muscular system in new and more advanced types 
gradually assumed a great variety of additional functions but remained 
predominantly locomotor until the development of the prehensile hand.

Locomotion is the self-projection of an organism in space. In aspheri-
cal moving objects there are two properties essential to efficient flight: a 
leading point or spearhead, and a relatively rigid axis of motion. Among 
vertebrates these two attributes are represented by the animal’s head and 
the vertebral axis: the head leads the way and the axis coincides with the 
direction of motion. This holds true for fishes, reptiles, birds and quad-
rupeds. In man, however, the erect stance has introduced a complication. 
The alignment of the human spine and the axis of motion no longer coin-
cide, and the disharmony thus produced must be recomposed. Human 
locomotion is a resultant of two concurrent forces, the forward or hori-
zontal direction of movement and the actual direction of the spinal axis. 
It is a single force exerting the same effect as the two acting jointly, and 
is equal to them in magnitude. To counterbalance the force of forward 
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motion, a second force of sufficient magnitude must be transmitted along 
the line of the spine, the whole being in opposition to the force of gravity, 
which is constant. The two lines of force form an angle at the centre of 
gravity in the pelvis. The horizontal component is parallel to the ground.

The problem of human locomotion is identical with that of the flight of 
an aeroplane. Flight is governed by four forces – lift, thrust, air resistance 
and gravity. Lift is achieved by wing-shape, which forces the air above the 
wings to move faster than the air below, and so diminishes the air pres-
sure. The slower movement of air beneath the wings causes increased air 
pressure, and the aeroplane achieves lift. Thrust is provided by the for-
ward pull of propellers or the reaction of the jet. In human locomotion 
thrust is the horizontal force of motion provided by the leg muscles, and 
lift is provided by force directed axially along the line of the spine. Gravity 
and air resistance or drag are similar in man and aeroplane.

The maintenance of this complementary force or lift, which is directed 
axially, implies a mechanism involving both spearhead and axis, acting as 
a single unit. This force provides the steadying element, without which 
forward movement would be disorderly and uncoordinated, as in Parkin-
sonism, a disease in which the patient’s gait has been described as ‘run-
ning after his centre of gravity’. Lift promotes lengthening of the spine, 
diminishing its normal curves, so that the opposing curves are more 
closely set to the line of gravity, permitting weight to travel down the 
vertebral segments in the most direct line, and the force of lift, oppos-
ing gravity, to pass up. These conditions associated with a sensation of 
upward growth or positive thrust in the headward direction, are caused 
by the release of multiple compressive processes in the spine. When freed 
from compression the intervertebral disks and other elastic structures of 
the spine stretch; the spine lengthens and, led by the head, provides the 
complementary force that co-ordinates human locomotion. The dynamic 
state of the spine achieved under these conditions is fundamental to ade-
quate re-integration of the organism. Initiated by the primary control, it 
converts a multi-curved column of superimposed segments, the curves of 
which otherwise tend to increase and sway under the influence of gravity, 
into a relatively rigid axis.

Without the primary control, or because of its misdirection, the prin-
ciple of impact applies to the elements of the spinal column, particularly 
during locomotion. All impacts have the common property of deforming 
matter and developing reactions in it. It is one of the functions of the ‘lift’ 
mechanism to minimize impact and prevent injurious reactions.

A sagging spine is mechanically most inefficient as the directional axis 
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of a moving body. It is possible, though difficult, to shoot an arrow with 
a shaft of multiple segments, alternately hard and soft like the spine, but 
its performance would be vastly inferior to that of one with a rigid shaft. 
Further, to achieve even mediocre results the sagging spine would operate 
with a wasteful expenditure of muscular effort and nervous energy. This 
would apply were the spinal axis coincident with the direction of motion, 
as in quadrupeds; it is much more serious in man, where the spinal com-
ponent is required to counterbalance the force of horizontal progression.

The conversion of the multi-curved, segmented spine into a taut, 
stretched axis of motion is attained primarily by the free play of its elas-
tic and collagenous components. This however, does not define the full 
effect. Another factor emerges, a property dependent upon elasticity as 
a method of motion. The behaviour of this accessory force is remarkable 
and may be illustrated by the following examples.

Rapid rotation confers upon a spinning top, or a gyrostat, or a bicy-
cle wheel, unstable without rotation, a stability and rigid strength which 
maintains them in upright positions and persists for a time even after the 
impulse is spent. Thus, a flexible endless chain behaves as a rigid body 
while turning rapidly around a pulley and when made to jump off the pul-
ley, it stands stiffly upright for an appreciable time until impact with the 
floor and friction ultimately cause its collapse. The sudden transforma-
tion from flexibility to rigidity, and conversely, observed in the behaviour 
of the chain, is accurately descriptive of the rapid assumption of similar 
states by the spinal column and its accessories.

The effect of re-education by Alexander’s technique is analogous; it 
does more than straighten out the spinal curves and release the pressure 
upon the intervertebral disks. Some force parallel to that manifested in 
the spine of a top is invoked and animates the whole column, imparting 
to it the firmness, spring and stability required to enable it to function as 
an adequate counterpart to that of horizontal motion. This force is nor 
essentially structural; it is a function of the latent elasticity of the axial 
body in all its parts from the centre of gravity in the pelvis to the leading 
point in the head. Unlike spinning, this force is not rotational. It is a rec-
tilinear motion, a byproduct of the power of elasticity, comparable to that 
conferring upright stability on the top, a function, not of the top, but of 
the spin. It is primarily due to the tensile stretch of the disks, but the end-
result, which is stability, is super-added and in a sense independent of the 
stretch but yet is conferred by the stretch and accompanies it.

The axially directed rectilinear force is one of the most important of 
the great primary forces of the body. It is the final determinant of the 
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resultant of two components – that of spinal direction and that of hori-
zontal progression – equal to them in magnitude and direction, and the 
effective counter-balance of the force of gravity. Practically all reflexes 
concerned in posture and balance share in permitting free play to this 
force, and in regulating it directionally, both on unconscious and on con-
scious levels. The conscious level is represented by control through neck-
righting reflexes, and in man the rectilinear motion, derived from the axial 
gradient, and the primary control, are inextricably blended. The correct 
performance of both depends upon accurate sensory appreciation and 
results in integration of the whole organism.

High organization of these forces produces changes in outward form 
and carriage, which must be described in order that the signs of misuse 
may be recognized. To do so may convey to the beginner the mistaken 
impression that correct form may be achieved by a piecemeal operation, 
whereby part after part is adjusted more or less until a fixed posture is 
reached. This impression is erroneous in that it ignores the factors of faulty 
sensory appreciation and the primary control and substitutes the attain-
ment of an end for the choice of the right means. It also overlooks the 
principle that correct outward form is not an end in itself but is a sequel 
of the proper deployment of forces that operate within. The regulation of 
these forces is a dynamic process which integrates the whole organism, 
and in its execution spontaneously and involuntarily alters the relative 
position of anatomical parts. Integration is a biological total process that 
transforms a multiplicity of forces into a unity, and cannot be divided 
into phases. It is not a summation of discrete elements but a continuous 
flow from source (the primary control) to end or approximate end. All 
the resultant forces together form one texture of forces or unified field. 
The method of a pupil is to change the positions of anatomical parts; the 
method of Alexander is to alter the forces, and then the anatomical parts 
fall into line.The free action of integrated, internal forces is primary; the 
adjustment and position of anatomical parts is secondary.

In a well-integrated individual the head conforms to the general direc-
tion of the axis and leads not merely positionally but dynamically. It must 
go forward and up from the shoulder region – showing the ‘lift’ reac-
tion – neither flexed forwards not extended backwards, particularly not 
the latter. The head is not forced; it rises spontaneously as if actuated 
by the even pressure of an internal spring. The chin becomes lowered 
automatically, so that the cervical spine is straightened and lengthened, 
and the horizontal semi-circular canals brought approximately parallel 
to the plane of the horizon.When the head is not pulled back or the neck 
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muscles tensed or otherwise interfered with, all parts concerned fall spon-
taneously into their proper relative positions by the operation of the axi-
ally directed force whereby the lift is achieved. The successive phases are 
relations, not events.

So far we have described the attitude of the head in space and only 
one of the forces involved in maintaining it. But, as a result of the stimu-
lation of the proprioceptive reflex associated with the deep muscles and 
ligaments of the neck, the whole body becomes orientated in relation to 
the position of the head. As described in Chapter IV, a chain of righting 
reflexes, in which the vestibular apparatus, the receptors of vision, as well 
as the musculo-tendinous apparatus of the neck, take part, re-establishes 
in continuous sequence the proper orientation of the body and its parts.

When this state has been reached under the guidance of the primary 
control, other phenomena become apparent. Directly or indirectly the 
great organs of the thorax and abdomen are attached to or suspended 
from the column of vertebral bodies. As the spine lengthens, the pressures 
within the peritoneal cavity of the abdomen and within the pleural cavity 
of the chest tend to decrease, and the more mobile organs, particularly in 
the abdomen, are retracted. The abdominal viscera can be raised volun-
tarily by drawing in the anterior abdominal wall and forcing up the ribs, 
as in the act of expanding the chest. In the re-integrated state achieved 
by Alexander’s technique, however, the ribs are flattened while remaining 
mobile, and the anterior abdominal wall tends to be sucked in, as it were, 
by the negative pressure developed within its cavity and the consequent 
apposition of its organs towards the posterior abdominal wall, and not by 
an effort of will directed locally. The abdominal contents cease to lie upon 
and press outwards the anterior abdominal wall; instead they are drawn 
in and retained in contact with the posterior wall. It is recognized that 
atrophy of the intervertebral disks and increasing curvature of the spine 
in middle life and after tend to increase intra-abdominal pressure and that 
a frequent result is the development of hernia. In the very old, more in 
males than in females, bowing of the thoracic curve causes a characteris-
tic compensatory backward curve in the cervical spine, associated with a 
forced upward tilt of the chin. The lumbar curve is also exaggerated and 
the abdominal organs are crowded down towards the pelvis.

Correct use of the primary control and all that this implies, the type of 
respiration is insensibly altered. So-called chest breathing and abdominal 
breathing are replaced by breathing in which expansion is effected mainly 
by the mobile floating ribs. The posterior section of the peripheral muscu-
lature of the diaphragm, including the two crura, is stronger and, in area, 
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larger than the rest, and consequently, is the part chiefly concerned in 
promoting descent of the diaphragm in inspiration, while the basal lobe of 
the lung in contact with it is the most capacious of the lobes. This type of 
respiration, which is sometimes called tubular breathing, is very efficient. 
It is performed with minimal effort, without strain or sucking or expand-
ing. The ribs are not raised anteriorly. On the contrary, the manubrium 
sterni feels as if in-drawn, but this is probably an illusion due to slight 
readjustments of the spine somewhere about the junction of the cervical 
and dorsal curves. Nor is the anterior abdominal wall protruded, or only 
very little. The effect is as if the air passages were widened, and certainly 
breathing is deeper, calmer and more satisfactory.

The dependence of this type of breathing on the action of the floating 
ribs is easily demonstrated on one’s own person by going down on hands 
and knees, naked, and observing the respiratory movements through the 
arch of the arms. It will then be apparent that the lowermost part of the 
abdomen hardly moves at all during quiet or even force breathing, which 
in this attitude is seen to be performed entirely by lateral expansion.

Badly co-ordinated and tense individuals, especially sufferers from 
anxiety neuroses, tend to develope shallow breathing and a harmful habit 
of ‘holding the breath’, even when performing light or trivial movements. 
Physical tension and associated mental tension tend to cause thoracic 
rigidity with lack of respiratory control. When, however, the primary 
control is active under conscious direction and adequate coordination 
has been restored, correct respiratory use by tubular breathing follows 
automatically and without constraint or interference. It should now be 
obvious that exercises in deep breathing, such as are favoured and taught 
by physical culturists, are expressly harmful, especially in the elderly. 
Whether or no these exercises encourage the onset of emphysema, there 
is no doubt that they cause certain side-effects, such as a transient alka-
losis. By increasing the spinal curves and ignoring the primary control, 
they promote and implant wrong use in all its aspects. Moreover, exces-
sive inflation of the lungs compresses the heart between the thoracic cage 
on the outside and the counter pressure of the distended and unyielding 
lungs inside.

Continuous conflict between the two modes of muscular activity – the 
head-to-tail path and the emergency paths – raises the question of the 
importance of this factor in nervous and psychological disorders, and will 
be discussed in the next chapter. There is, however, no question about the 
respective effects of the two modes upon muscular coordination. A high 
degree of coordination is a product of an optimal level of general muscle 
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tonus and of the unimpeded flow of neural energy which determines or 
accompanies it. A great improvement in accuracy, delicacy and precision 
of movements of the body as a whole is an outstanding result of the edu-
cative process of Alexander’s technique. The carriage and motions of the 
body acquire poise and dignity and grace. Movement is confined to the 
effective operative area, and effort is at a minimum – an important prin-
ciple in animal economy. The head, for example, does not move up and 
down in walking or running, but keeps a steady horizontal level, tracing 
a parallel line between itself and the ground. The body feels lighter. Leg 
movements are free; the feet tread lightly as if unconcerned with bearing 
the body weight, which seems to be lifted from them by the forward and 
upward urge of the head. That is to say in walking, running, etc., it is not 
the foot which should lead but the head, the supero-anterior pole of the 
spinal axis.

Similarly there develops an economy of effort with the hand. Fumbling 
and unnecessary movemencs are eliminated, an end important in indus-
try, where the industrial psychologist’s methods are based upon wrong 
conceptions. He tries to improve the use of the part when he should trans-
form the use of the self, the individual workman as a totality, and so cor-
rect the sensory aberrations which are the root cause of fussy, unneces-
sary and maladjusted movements. Accidents in industry are not evenly 
distributed among employees. A small percentage of workers incur a high 
percentage of the accidents that occur, irrespective of the kind of work in 
which they are engaged, and the same individuals have the worst accident 
records outside the factory or workshop. These accident-prone workmen 
are not the unlucky but the ill-coordinated ones.

In all activities, whether delicate surgery, fine engraving, or any other 
where accurate and precise execution is essential, Alexander’s technique 
of ‘righting’ the whole organism will confer the economy, precision and 
manual skill that characterize beautiful workmanship. All the moment-to-
moment actions of daily living are likewise transformed.

The act of sitting by an average individual is accompanied by the fol-
lowing events: the diaphragm descends; the abdominal organs are pressed 
against the anterior abdominal wall, bulging it forwards, owing to the 
shortening of the spinal column; and each separate vertebral body sinks 
on to the next below, compressing the intervertebral disks. In a well-inte-
grated individual, on the contrary, the spine maintains its length and nei-
ther diaphragm nor viscera are displaced.

Thus, a well-integrated pupil rises from the sitting position to an upright 
one, without undue effort. The lightest touch of the teacher’s finger on the 
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occiput is sufficient to lift him, because the act of rising, when correctly 
performed, is effected almost wholly mechanically by a system of levers, 
which are set in motion by the stimulation of the muscular mechanisms 
of the whole body including as the proximate cause those which abduct 
the thighs at the hip-joints. The femoral heads in their acetabula are about 
six or seven inches apart and placed well forward in the pelvis while the 
lower ends of the femora are close together at the knees. The neck of the 
femur forms an angle of about 125 degrees with the upper end of its long 
shaft, rather less in women, and is directed upwards, inwards and a little 
forwards. Examination of an articulated skeleton will show that the act of 
separating the knees, or abduction, pulls the acetabula downwards and 
slightly forwards, and with them the anterior ends of the two ilio-pectineal 
bars. This has the effect in a well-integrated body (and can be demon-
strated even on the skeleton) of raising the posterior ends of the bars, 
which in turn thrust upwards the sacral end of the spine and the whole 
trunk.The complete action, although an issue of the integrated use of the 
self, is largely mechanical and involves a minimum of muscular effort. 
But civilized man, whose abductor muscles are to a great extent disused, 
because squatting has been replaced by sitting, undergoes a whole series 
of distortions and expends considerable muscular effort in rising from a 
chair, especially if its seat is rather low and upholstered. After a certain 
amount of training in right use, a pupil can be made to rise lightly from 
such a seat with the aid of a finger’s uplift to the occiput, or even by pas-
sive abduction of the knees. Later, of course, he rises in the same manner 
without help of any sort. Exactly the same happens in the reverse act of 
sitting down by obeying the cardinal precept – take care of the means 
and the end will take care of itself; he maintains his length, automatically 
abducts the knees, and subsides lightly on to the chair.

The act of abduction, as an integral part of the process of integrated 
use, can even diminish intra-abdominal pressure as, for example, in lifting 
up from the ground two buckets of water, one in each hand. In the ordi-
nary way the weight is in part transferred to the muscles of the anterior 
abdominal wall, which can be felt to undergo considerable strain, and 
an indication of increase in intra-abdominal pressure. If, however, at the 
moment of lifting the buckets the knees are abducted, no such strain on 
the abdominal wall is experienced, unless the level of integration is unu-
sually low. The mechanical system of levers takes the weight and pushes 
upwards the body and the buckets as one unit.

Perhaps nothing shows so clearly the perfection of integrated use as 
the following example. While the pupil sits on a chair, a light touch to the 
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head can move the torso forwards and backwards without disturbing the 
relative position of its parts, so that it moves smoothly as a whole at the 
hip-joints just as a door moves to and fro on its hinges. This bodily state is 
not achieved by bracing the torso by muscular contraction, which would 
have the opposite effect. The muscles are not contracted; they are in a 
state of resting tonus, so that passive movements can flex or extend the 
head on the neck and execute other movements also. The spinal column is 
taut, pliant and poised, with the tensor and compressor components of its 
musculature in easy, reciprocal opposition. The result is an effect of com-
plete dynamic polarization of the neuro-muscular forces that act upon the 
elastic properties of muscle and other tissues of the axis. By polarization 
is meant the rearrangement of forces, so that from a state in which they 
conflict with one another, they come to work in definite relation with one 
another, and together achieve complete integration, not only of those tis-
sues but of the whole psycho-physical mechanism.

Another example may complete the mental picture of what is implied 
in the integrated state. An average pupil leans slightly forwards towards 
a horizontal bar – say, the back of a chair – and rests his hands lightly 
on the top, with the observer standing behind. When the latter tells the 
pupil to raise the right knee by flexing the hip, so that the left foot alone 
supports the body weight, the pelvis will be seen to tilt downwards on the 
left. If next he replaces the right foot on the floor and raises the left knee, 
the pelvis tilts downwards on the right, and this see-saw movement of the 
pelvis continues as the pupil raises his knees alternately. When this is done 
by an advanced pupil, the pelvis does not tilt but remains in the horizontal 
position throughout. This manoeuvre illustrates in a convincing fashion 
the role of the anti-gravity spinal ‘lift’. It shows that the thrust of the spinal 
uplift has complete command over the centre of gravity of the body; con-
trols the distribution of muscle tonus; limits the contraction of muscles 
to actual working parts; and achieves the beautiful economy of movement 
and energy that characterizes the integrated state.

The average, fairly co-ordinated individual does at times approximate 
to right use, and perhaps no-one relies entirely on emergency paths in all 
their reactions. Unconsciously, the better integrated use to some extent 
the path of head-to-tail gradients. The exceptional golfer or batsman or 
billiards player can be detected by the trained eye; other things being 
equal, the competitor who keeps his length is the one who excels. Another 
illustration of the general rule can be observed in ballet. For example, a 
dancer performing the movement of abduction at the hip-joint, whether 
poised on the points or held in the air by her partner, while extending a 
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leg sideways in a gracefully controlled and deceptively effortless, unfold-
ing movement, is at the same time lengthening the spine.The whole effort 
of the dancer is to keep the body and lengthen the spine in the vertical 
mid-line whatever it is doing. To ensure this, directions such as ‘loosen 
your neck’ and ‘lengthen your back’ are familiar injunctions in schools 
in schools of ballet. Again in the pirouette the truly great ballerina seems 
actually to grow in height, tapering upwards in an elongating spiral, while 
the less great, on the contrary, appear to shrink as they pirouette. These 
effects can be observed also in the performance of skilled ice skaters.

In a well-integrated individual the back in a sense may be said to pre-
cede the front even in locomotion. The process termed by Alexander 
‘widening the back’ is an integral and important part of the primary con-
trol and not a separate movement. Nearly every pupil in the early stages 
of his training crouches when first asked to widen the back. Alexander 
emphasized this point in his lessons by placing a book between the back 
of a sitting pupil, and the back of the chair, demonstrating that the book 
is lightly held, not by pushing the body against it, but by the backward 
set and re-adjustment of the spine when the latter, as part of the whole 
self, is properly integrated. All the examples of misuse distort and shorten 
the spine, and make correct, physiological posture and movement impos-
sible. With right use under the direction of the primary control, the spine 
is elongated whether sitting or standing; displacements, distortions and 
aberrant muscular contractions are eliminated; the body as a whole is nar-
rowed (actually the back is widened); and ribs and soft parts all fall into 
place relative to the spinal axis, like the ribs of a closing umbrella when the 
catch is released. The facial expression also falls into line – expressions of 
anxiety and of tension are smoothed away, not by an effort of conscious 
will but as part of the general assumption of right function. These are 
not static products of right use, but a continuing amendment of form 
as a process. ‘Righting’ is never static; it does not freeze into attitudes or 
achieve its results part by part. The body is a thing that is a whole, and as 
an active whole it responds to right use. Thus it is streamlined in form, 
perfected in function, and conditioned in accurate sensory perception.

The accompanying subjective sensation is difficult to describe. At the 
very least (and normally), an enhanced comfort, ease and calm are felt; 
at the most, and perhaps rarely, these sensations are exalted into a feeling 
of physical blessedness, wherein we experience the oneness of Nature and 
realize our identity with the continuum of life that underlies and forever 
creates the diverse manifestations of being.
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BackgRound To disease
It seems desirable to preface this chapter with a brief overview of certain 
principles which we have attempted to establish in the preceding pages. 
We have noted especially three significant or critical steps in evolutionary 
history and some developments that have accrued from them. In chrono-
logical order these are: (1) the achievement of a milieu interieur; (2) the 
appearance of an axiate pattern of structure; and (3) the origin and subse-
quent development of anti gravity mechanisms. The creation of the milieu 
interieur represents the first great triumph of multicellular organisms in 
the struggle for survival. In its attainment it transformed living matter 
into an autonomous organism, an ordered unity or whole, and in essen-
tials it has remained unchanged through the ages.

The axiate pattern, however, revolutionized animal structure. Hence-
forth, the spinal axis is not only the foundation, but also the pre dominant 
element, of bodily organization. In a sense the spinal axis is the essential 
body; everything else is an accessory. Axis formation (neural tube and 
notochord) is first in time and first in importance. Almost the first for-
mation of the fertilized egg is an antero-posterior axis, followed by the 
notochord, somites, vertebrae and spinal muscles. It occupies a large part 
of embryonic time, and is attended by the highest metabolic activity, the 
latter strictly organized in accordance with a system of axial gradients, 
which at every stage maintains the embryo in an integrated state, so that 
the organism as a whole controls the formative processes taking place in 
each part.

Every cell is an integrated system. For example, in the ovum before 
fertilization an apico-basal gradient from the animal to the vegetative pole 
is determined by the distribution in the cytoplasm of relatively inert yolk, 
and, by establishing the principal axis of the ovum, serves as the basis of 
its integration. During the act of fertilization a point diametrically oppo-
site the site of entrance of the spermatozoon determines the position of 
the future dorsal lip of the blastopore, the most active region of the early 
embryo, and decides the position of its dorsal and ventral surfaces. The 
first cleavage furrow, which establishes the bilateral symmetry of both 
embryo and adult, coincides with the sperm path. In birds the long axis of 
the primitive streak, the homologue of the blastopore, like the dorsal lip of 
the latter, determines the antero-posterior axis of the future embryo. The 
inertia of yolk; the determination of the site of the blastopore by forces 
introduced by the sperm head; and the dominant influence of the dorsal 
lip in embryonic development, are instances of the general truth that inte-
grating forces, expressed as gradients of metabolic intensity, successively 
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precede differentiation and regulate the pattern of development. Later a 
remarkable sequence of movements of an intricate and obscure character 
occurs during gastrulation. These movements are associated with cell pro-
liferation but are not entirely explicable by the latter, especially those of 
mass migration. Doubtless, with the advance of knowledge, these will also 
be found to conform with Child’s hypothesis. They are referred to here as 
a reminder thar much of the business of the body, in the adult as well as in 
the embryo, is effected by certain autonomous forces that are not readily 
classified nor well understood. They probably represent a basic property 
common in some degree to all living tissues, and resident in the highest 
degree in the spinal axis and its adnexa. Their existence demonstrates the 
necessity of thinking of axial function in terms of general forces rather 
than of isolated functions of individual parts. These pre-neural and pre-
muscular energies of the embryo are largely or wholly canalized as gra-
dients of metabolic activity, directed almost invariably cephalo-caudally. 
The gradient, therefore, is the unifying or integrating principle in relation 
to which the entire series of developmental events occur. In correspond-
ence with it, as we have already remarked, graded morphological differ-
entiations, resulting in an axiate pattern, appear in the same axis in later 
stages. In other words, a spatial pattern of metabolism is essential to axi-
ate development. That pattern persists and is effective from the beginning 
of development to maturity. Child in his studies of the gradient concept; 
Coghill in demonstrating the mode of organization of reflexes; and Mat-
thias Alexander, in his discovery of the primary control of reflexes by the 
neck-righting proprioceptors, later confirmed experimentally by Magnus 
and his school, have laid the foundation of our knowledge of the mecha-
nism of integration.

The importance of the neck region in this mechanism is primarily an 
expression of the dominance of the head end of organisms and, phyloge-
netically, is specifically associated with the original seat of the vertebrate 
centre of gravity. Primitively, the neck-righting reflexes acted directly 
upon the centre itself or its neighbourhood, but, later, adoption of semi-
erect and erect postures led to their separation. Indirectly, however, the 
association is still maintained by means of the interposed spine in its 
taut and dynamically lengthening state, viz. that state of free, rectilinear 
motion, generated by the force resident in organic elasticity, which is an 
effective resultant of anti-gravity measures evolved to overcome bodily 
inertia. Unless this state of free, elastic movement is realized in the spinal 
axis, the neck-righting reflexes operate at a disadvantage. Correct func-
tioning of the spinal axis, therefore, assumes great practical importance. 
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One or two properties elaborated by the anti-gravity system may be sum-
marized briefly. They include the correlated posture sense, which confers 
an awareness of orientation in space relative to the force of gravity. A 
byproduct of its complex operations is the formation in consciousness of a 
body image, which is the ultimate basis of our sense of unity as an organ-
ism. The sense of space is the basic problem of all perception and, prior 
to the development of stereoscopic vision, the postural sense endowed us 
with a frame of reference for the recognition of tridimensional space. All 
sensation has an inner aspect and only some is concerned with the outer 
world. The postural sense is the main inner sense and precedes all the 
exteroceptors in development. Later, it serves as the unifying agent which 
dissolves the limited fields of our disparate sense organs into one gen-
eral sensory field, and, further, acts as an important incentive in promot-
ing and completing the integrative action of the central nervous system. 
Although subject to sensory aberrations, like all the sense recepcors, the 
anti-gravity system, acting on information from the graviceptors of the 
labyrinth and other sources, initiates and, for the most part, efficiently 
controls the complex sequence of reflexes, abstractions and adjustments 
that constitutes the pattern of behaviour. It is, in effect, the overall inte-
grating factor of the organism, and in man is subject to conscious control. 
Its chief characteristic, both when operating at the level of consciousness 
or below that level, is that it functions cephalocaudally. We may assume, 
therefore, that the cephalo-caudal gradient is the physiological correlate 
of the axiate pattern, and dominates function in the same way as the axi-
ate pattern dominates structure.

Interference with the course of the cephalo-caudal gradient deranges 
function, and dysfunction of posture and dysfunction of movement are 
clearly one and the same condition. Neither is found without the other, 
although shifts of emphasis from one symptom group to another may 
occur in different individuals. The general effect is best summed up in 
Alexander’s phrase – wrong use of the self, by which is meant self-activity 
along paths other than those determined by the cephalo-caudal gradient; 
in other words, imperfect integration. The gradient or physiological use 
is that which recapitulates in every muscular act the history of neuro-
muscular development. The unphysiological alternative is one which fol-
lows shortened, secondary paths or side-tracks, which may or may not be 
permissible in emergencies. As emergencies in any case are exceptional 
occurrences, the use of emergency paths, in whole or in part, should also 
be exceptional. That is to say, the physiological path of self-activity, dic-
tated by directive developmental trends, is the normal path of normal 
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life. But in attempting to adapt himself to conditions implicit in an Age 
of Speed, the ordinary man feels unconsciously and instinctively that a 
shortened path must be quicker and, therefore, more appropriate, and 
uses it excessively. He tries to attune his pace to the necessities of speed 
and, obsessed by the end in view, he selects the wrong means. Speed occa-
sions stress, and long continued exposure to stress induces unfavourable 
reactions over a wide field. For example, the response of the body to nox-
ious agents, such as injuries, burns, excessive muscular exercise, etc., i.e. 
the state of stress, is known to involve among others, the sympathetic 
nervous system and important ductless glands, such as the anterior pitui-
tary and the adrenals. Consequently, by the unthinking use of shortened 
paths man exposes himself to stress and its effects, and thus fails to adapt 
successfully and fails in the struggle to master his environment. Adapta-
tion to environment is the first principle of animal behaviour.

We have emphasized more than once that posture is not passive and 
static but active and dynamic. In resting tonus the metabolic activity of 
skeletal muscle cells does not differ from that of the active, contracting 
state except quantitatively. Posture is never a completed static state; it is 
an activity. In this sense the word is a misnomer; it covers much more than 
is usually understood by the term, and embraces muscle tonus and all 
the acts of skeletal muscle. The ordinary use of the word suggests some-
thing frozen and static. In reality posture is a dynamic response to the 
impact of gravitational force, continued in all positions of the body and 
during translation from one position to another. As such it constitutes 
an important aspect of our perceptual experience of the outer physical 
world, which may be misleading if the response to gravity is misaligned. 
It is safe to assume, therefore, that conformity with the correct norms of 
posture in this wider sense is equivalent to conformity of the integrating 
mechanism with that which it integrates, viz. the entire system complex 
that constitutes the organism.

It is of prime importance, especially in the management of chronic states 
of ill-health, that the syndrome of symptoms which accompanies defec-
tive integration should be recognized by the physician and the underlying 
cause remedied. This fortunately is not difficult. The signs of adequate 
and the results of inadequate integration have been discussed above. A 
sagging spine, neglect of the primary control, disturbances of muscle 
tonus, precipitous and abnormal movements and gait, etc., all point to 
wrong use of the self. Changes in the pattern of muscle tonus distribution 
upset nervous and vascular balances, and influence adversely the general 
behaviour. Tonus is no longer distributed in an orderly and equable man-
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ner along defined gradients to reach its term in precision and economy 
of movement. Tonic levels become irregular and disorderly. Contractions 
or spasms in one group of muscles and loss of tone in another predispose 
to tremulous and imprecise execution of voluntary acts. Usually affected 
individuals are popularly described as tense, highly strung, a bundle of 
nerves, etc., and not uncommonly receive prolonged treatment with bar-
biturates and other sedatives. They often suffer from insomnia and from 
emotional or anxiety states, for which they are treated in the same way, or 
else by psychotherapy or by the techniques of psychosomatic medicine. 
The last, although directed only to symptoms and not to the primary 
cause, has at least the merit of implying the recognition of the human 
being as a concrete unit. Techniques of relaxation have also been devised 
and applied. For the reason given above, viz. that relaxation is a treat-
ment of parts and not of the primary dysfunction, and also because it is 
in essence a mode of disintegration – a fully relaxed individual is in a state 
of collapse – the results are unsatisfactory. On emerging from a state of 
induced relaxation, the patient immediately resumes his habitual wrong 
use, and his last state, therefore, is no better than the first, because he has 
not received expert tuition in correct use, without which lasting improve-
ment is impossible. The same objection applies to other techniques, such 
as osteopathy, chiropractic, and methods of manipulation. Even if some 
local aberration is temporarily remedied, the patient, unless instructed 
prophylactically, continues on leaving the consulting room to use himself 
in the identical way that caused his disabilities in the first place.

It is not improbable that many chronic disorders of the collagenous 
system, labelled as lumbago, fibrositis and allied conditions, are in the 
beginning of postural origin, resulting from spasms of lumbar muscles 
and fascia induced by lordosis and other sequelae of wrong use. Vascular 
balances also may be affected. Abnormal rises of blood-pressure – periph-
eral vaso-constriction can be demonstrated clinically – leading ultimately 
to degenerative processes in the arteries and to cardiac complications, 
are not infrequently associate with a disturbance of muscle tonus, such 
as heightened tension and irregularly distributed spasm, brought about 
by wrong use.

Diseases of the digestive system are far from uncommon in this coun-
try, and a considerable proportion of these, particularly conditions arising 
from disturbed coordination of smooth muscle action, such as cardios-
pasm, spastic colon and other disorders of motility, owe their aetiology, 
at lease in part to postural inefficiency. The importance of psychic factors 
in promoting peptic ulceration is generally admitted and now receives 
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considerable attention in the literature of psychosomatic medicine and 
elsewhere, but these factors are themselves secondary to a general neuro-
muscular disintegration, induced by postural dysfunction. Other factors, 
such as unsuitable diet and perverse dietetic habits, are also present, but 
unsuccessful adaptation to the increased pace of modern life is character-
istic of a high proportion of cases.

Visceroptosis or dropping of the viscera receives much less attention 
in current medical practice than it did in the early days of radiological 
investigation, probably because increased experience has disclosed the 
unexpectedly free mobility of normal abdominal viscera. Nowadays a 
physician is not unduly concerned when an X-ray negative or the fluo-
rescent screen reveals a transverse colon hanging down in the pelvis. On 
the other hand, these organs all develop from the posterior aspect of the 
embryo in close association with the notochord, and this association is 
maintained through life. Functionally, the anterior abdominal wall is of 
minor importance. Its muscles are undoubtedly utilized as tensor compo-
nents in opposition to the compressors of the axial column, and for other 
muscular activities. But its primary role is a passive rather than an active 
one. The anterior abdominal wall, in effect, is little more than a veil hid-
ing and covering the entrails and limiting their wanderings. Hence, its late 
appearance in intra-uterine development. Anatomically, ‘all the abdomi-
nal viscera are either directly fixed by connective tissue to the posterior 
abdominal wall, or suspending by blood-vessels from it’. (Cunningham’s 
Anatomy.) Examples of these attachments are the mesenteries, especially 
the mesentery proper, which connects the small intestine, except the 
duodenum, i.e. some twenty feet or so, to the posterior abdominal wall, 
and the transverse and sigmoid mesocolons of the large intestine. Undue 
stretching of these attachments permitting abnormally low positions of 
important parts of the gastro-intestinal tract, and of solid organs also, has 
been blamed for the development at certain points of the gut of kinks, 
which interfere with the normal and regular propulsion of its contents. It 
is now believed, however, that the latter effect is due to the general condi-
tion rather than to the presence of kinks. Visceroptosis is a symptom of 
a subnormal standard of use. The abdominal viscera are in their proper 
position when applied to the posterior abdominal wall and suspended 
therefrom without traction on their mesenteries and ligaments. As already 
indicated this position is ensured by an actively lengthening spinal column 
owing to the diminished intra-abdominal pressure thereby produced.

With regard to the respiratory system, there is not as yet sufficient 
knowledge to substantiate definite claims. A priori, it is reasonable to sus-
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pect that deformities of the chest and thoracic spine and physiological 
inefficiency of pulmonary function may predispose to the acquirement 
of at least some pulmonary infections. These are very common and of 
great social importance, but the subject is vast and involved and very little 
explored. It may well be that other factors are of much greater signifi-
cance and overshadow such effects as defective integration may contrib-
ute. It is known, however, that the change in the mode of breathing which 
accompanies functional integration, is of great value in the management 
of asthma and the early stages of emphysema. It is of especial value in 
problems of voice production, e.g. in singers, and in the treatment of 
stammering. In the last it achieves conspicuous success in proportion to 
the degree of integration attained.

We shall now consider briefly a group of maladjustments and deformi-
ties, which collectively constitute a series of affections of the axis, and are 
admittedly, with the exception or apparent exception of chose secondary 
to congenital defects, a direct consequence of faulty posture. Alterations 
in the normal alignment of the spine are common in growing children 
– mild degrees of lateral curvature or scoliosis being the most common. 
This deformity usually appears in the age period of eight to fifteen years, 
and is characterized by deviation from the middle line of the body of some 
or all of the vertebrae. Each displaced vertebra is also in some degree 
rotated. One hip is more prominent than the other and one shoulder 
higher than its fellow. The ribs on the concave side may actually touch 
the pelvic brim in severe cases. Scoliosis may be secondary to disease, to 
congenital defects of the vertebrae or ribs, or to differences in the lengths 
of the two legs. Most cases, however, are due to faulty use, and are com-
paratively easily remedied by Alexander’s educative technique, which is 
equally effective whether the leg lengths are the same or different.

Some of these deformities, e.g. lordosis and kyphosis, are exaggerations 
of the normal anatomical curves of the vertebral column, i.e. antero-pos-
terior defects. Kyphosis or round shoulders, an abnormal exaggeration of 
the thoracic curve, is far from uncommon in adolescents. It is associated 
with clumsy movements, and once acquired is apt to persist throughout 
life.The familiar senile form tends to set up spinal osteo-arthritis. Both 
the adolescent and the senile types may cause embarrassment or displace-
ment of the internal organs of the chest and even those of the abdomen. 
Lordosis or an exaggerated lumbar curve is also fairly common, especially 
in women, in whom it is sometimes secondary to congenital dislocation of 
one or both hip-joints, or to spondylolisthesis, a deformity in which a lum-
bar vertebra, usually the fifth, is displaced forward, or to coxa vara, which 
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is not as a rule congenital but acquired. Coxa vara is often a sequel of 
rickets and other diseases of bone, which diminish resistance to the force 
of body weight, so that the neck of the femur gives way and approximates 
to a right angle with the shaft, instead of the normal 125 degrees. The 
power of abduction of the thigh at the hip-joint is correspondingly limited 
and may even be lost, and the gait is waddling. Lordosis usually develops 
during the age period of six to twelve years, at a time when, owing to rapid 
growth, the conditions are favourable to disturbances of use.

The importance of correct axial function in relation to prolapse of an 
intervertebral disk need not be stressed. It should be obvious that the 
sagging spine of imperfect integration allows at each step in walking the 
vertebral bodies to approximate closely to each other, narrowing the 
interval between adjacent centra, and compressing the intervening disks. 
It favours also an increase of the normal curves, so that during acts involv-
ing spinal movements, the column is placed in a position of mechanical 
disadvantage in the presence of shearing strain. Under these conditions 
protrusion of a disk, atrophied by constant jars, is a probable conse-
quence. Prolapse may occur at any level, but it is most commonly found 
in the space between the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae or between the 
fifth lumbar and first sacral, and it is more frequent in tall persons than 
in short. Posterior displacement of the nucleus into the spinal canal may 
compress neighbouring nerve roots and cause sciatica and low back pain. 
It is difficult to imagine herniation of an intervertebral disk occurring in 
a well-integrated individual, in whom the disks are free from compres-
sion owing to the continuous dynamic lengthening of the spine, so that 
the osmotic turgor of their nuclei and the diminution of the anatomical 
curves combine to pull apart the vertebral bodies instead of allowing them 
to knock against each other, as is the case with a sagging spine. When the 
whole vertebral column is transformed into a taut, elastic shaft, move-
ments are transmitted as a function of the whole and do not affect, or 
only minimally, individual segments acting independently. In this state 
the intervertebral disks efficiently perform their main task of absorbing 
shocks and assisting spinal mobility, so that mutual jarring by adjacent 
vertebral bodies is prevented.

Persistent backache, or low back pain, is very common, especially 
in women, owing to the comparative laxity of the sacro-iliac ligaments 
associated with child-bearing, and also as an occupational disability. The 
chronic strain of body weight and body flexion, brought about by long 
sustained standing in faulty attitudes, is referred to the lumbar region, 
upon which the greater part of the body weight is concentrated. Some 
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cases are due to herniation of an intervertebral disk. The pain is aggra-
vated by walking or by flexions of the spine, and is relieved on lying down. 
It is permanently relieved by establishing proper axial function. Many 
other conditions, which are either wholly or partly results of wrong use 
of the self, e.g. certain forms of torticollis or wryneck, flat-foot, varicose 
veins in different situations, etc., are either prevented or relieved by the 
same means. It is of interest that even the disabilities associated with the 
spastic paralyses of children, such as spastic paraplegia, a condition appar-
ently sometimes caused by birth injuries, and characterized by excessive 
rigidity and extension of the limbs, pointing of the toes, spasm of the 
adductors of the thighs, and involuntary movements, are often materially 
improved by the Alexander technique of re-education. In noting this, the 
tendency of some of these cases to improve spontaneously is not over-
looked. With few exceptions, all these axial abnormalities are in essence 
special symptom-complexes of one general condition, viz. faulty use of 
the self. In other words, they represent the more severe forms of a single 
disorder of function which in less spectacular degrees is present in almost 
everyone, constituting ‘a pandemic condition of malposture amongst 
urbanized mankind’ (Professor Raymond Dart). Scoliosis, kyphosis, lor-
dosis and the rest, in mild or severe degrees, are universal abnormalities, 
stress syndromes ultimately referable to the demands of an Age of Speed, 
to which we react in wrongful ways.

The instrument of self-activity is muscle, together with the complex 
nervous apparatus which controls it, and the influence of muscle in the 
body extends far beyond its immediate effects. Muscle is not only a mover 
of levers and upholder of weight. It has also important relations with 
metabolism, i.e. with the milieu interieur. Thus, the cell membrane or 
plasma membrane of the muscle cell is not a merely passive structure par-
titioning individual fibres from one another, but is the seat of important 
physico-chemical changes, an interphase between living and non-living 
matter. It admits nutritive substances into the cell interior and eliminates 
excretory ones. It prevents vital elements of the cytoplasm passing out 
of the cell and prevents noxious elements from entering into it. Hence, 
it is said to be semipermeable, i.e it is permeable to certain substances 
but not to others. The membrane surface is the site of action of certain 
groups of drugs as well as of normal ionic exchanges. The membrane 
of muscle fibre is impermeable to sodium and anions and permeable to 
potassium. Changes of functional activity are accompanied by transient 
changes of permeability, and interference with normal permeability may 
diminish the excitability of the muscle and cause swelling or shrinkage of 
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the fibres. For example, loss of tonus, as in denervated muscle, causes a 
loss of semi-permeability, and this in turn is followed by changes in cell 
metabolism, and ultimately in cell structure. Therefore if the change of 
tonus caused by the flaccidity of denervation can produce alterations of 
permeability, it is legitimate to assume that changes of tonus due to other 
causes will do so also.

Further, metabolic processes of extreme complexity occur within the 
cell. The enzymatic chain-reactions and cyclic processes of endocellu-
lar molecules and their constituent parts, proceeding side by side and in 
orderly succession, utilize and build up out of food elements material for 
growth and repair, and produce energy in the form of heat and for perfor-
mance of external work. It is calculated that in a relatively simple type of 
cell, such as the human red blood corpuscle, which has no nucleus, there 
are about 288 million molecules of haemoglobin alone in one cell, and 
millions also of other kinds, e.g. glucose, serving other activities. There-
fore interference with normal muscle function (tonus, posture and con-
traction) may influence the whole of body metabolism, for metabolism 
is dominated by muscle. Muscular activity accounts for about half of the 
entire metabolism of the body during rest and more than three-quarters 
during exertion. It is obvious, therefore, that the regulatory effect of the 
integrated neuro-muscular apparatus, which is the instrument of behav-
iour of the organism as a working unit, applies not only to the great sys-
tems of the body but dominates also the physico-chemical processes of 
the major part of cell metabolism. That this regulatory function, other-
wise termed the use of the self, should operate at its optimal level, is 
clearly of paramount importance. Hence, the claim that use of the self, 
physiological or unphysiological, is an ever-present background of high 
consequence in health and in disease, for both health and ill-health are 
states, not of parts, but of the organism-as-a-whole.

Health is a concept that is difficult to define. Health or haleness is 
derived from an Anglo-Saxon root, meaning ‘wholeness’. Now ‘hale’ and 
‘haul’ have the very same root, so that haleness is associaced with the idea 
of being drawn taut. ‘The two meanings of the English ‘whole’ are linked. 
Something is whole, i.e. wholesome or healthy, because it is whole, i.e. full 
or complete’ (van der Mensbrugghe). A living organism is an assemblage 
of systems, i.e. a whole in which the constituent systems are integrated, 
primarily, to maintain the integrity of the milieu interieur. Every system 
has relations with every other system, and all have relations with the 
assemblage. The latter constitutes one term of each member of the collec-
tivity, and is in causal relation with it. The relations are functional. Each 
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of the systems has its own characteristic functions. The assemblage also 
has characteristic functions, which are distinctive, and which it exercises 
as a unit. Its functions are not a sum-total of the functions of its systems. 
It functions on a higher level, and its relationship to lower level systems is 
one of dominance and subordination, such as we have found to operate 
in the gradient principle of embryonic development. The whole exercises 
dominance over the parts because, qua survival it is more important than 
the parts. Survival is vital for the organism, but less vital for the organs. 
Without this relationship we should have, not an organism, but a kind of 
plasmodium. The organism, in short, is a relational system so constructed 
that it can work best only when dominance is at an optimal level. Self-
integration, or the use of the self, is an expression of the causal relation-
ship of the assemblage to its systems, and is effective in proportion to the 
degree of dominance. Its efficiency, which is the health of the organism, 
is a product of dominance. Health, therefore, is a relationship, the kind of 
relationship proper to a whole. The functions of wholeness are the deter-
minants of health. True recovery from disease is a restoration of whole-
ness, an exercise in integration.

A necessary aspect of the relationship of parts to the whole in a liv-
ing organism is concerned with the distribution or polarization of forces. 
Complex types of order tend to pass automatically into a less ordered 
state, as a result of the influence of the second law of thermodynamics or 
law of entropy, unless an active counterprocess is maintained. The latter is 
adequate only when its components are consistently congruous, i.e. have 
unity of direction. For example, the gravitational field is pervaded by a 
single unifying force. In ontogenesis the pervasive unifying factor consists 
of a system of metabolic gradients; similarly the anti-gravitational field of 
the mature organism is one of gradients which not only oppose gravity but 
determine, under conscious direction, an integrating, as contrasted with a 
random, application of energy. In opposing the tendency to entropy, con-
sciousness and integration are closely allied. ‘In the long run any complex 
physical system which is psychically uncontrolled suffers a decline or loss 
of organization’ (Lillie).

The way of integration, and all that it implies, is equivalent to faultless 
execution of neuro-muscular function. In man, however, integration is 
under the control of the mind, and control by mind is subject to aber-
rations and perversions – the personal equation. We have seen to what 
extent this obtains in modern man. Commencing on Shakespeare’s ‘Mind 
is the slave of life’, Sherrington says, ‘That is profoundly so; but of all life’s 
slaves, mind though the most enlightened, is the most prone to truant’. 
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Nevertheless, conscious control can be applied in the proper way and self-
integration regained by Alexander’s methods. Nor is there any other way. 
Based upon evolutionary trends and processes of individual development, 
conforming to strict physical and physiological requirements, and firmly 
supported by the practical experience of a lifetime of teaching, Alexan-
der’s technique is able to restore to the individual man the lost sovereignty 
of self. The task he sets is not an easy one. Life is a never-ceasing training 
to do things the right way and not the wrong way. This is the aim of his 
technique, and as such it has moral implications. And this is how it should 
be, for disciplined man is a moral animal and living is a moral event.

The PhilosoPhy of a Technique
Few of Alexander’s pupils, or readers, can remain unaware that a work-
ing philosophy, embodying an explicit theory of his practical attitude to 
life, has emerged from the principles underlying his technique. Alexan-
der never formally developed this aspect of his teaching, leaving it to be 
inferred from his methods and their result. At present, we will confine 
our comments to two propositions only – the implications of the ‘means 
whereby’ and the unity of the organism and its wholeness.

The concept of the means whereby is a special case of the general 
category of means and end, using Aristotle’s definition of the latter as ‘a 
good to be achieved by action’. As such it affects all aspects of behaviour 
– physical, mental and moral. Philosophically, there is a conflict between 
means and ends, but not ethically. The pursuit of the right end by the right 
means, and not the immoral doctrine that the end justifies the means, is 
the supreme moral law. Reason is competent to discover means only and 
not to select the ends of conduct. A conscious endeavour, or will, to use 
the right means is the essence of morality. By a man’s habitual choice 
of means he reveals his character, and the spirit by which he is moved. 
Similarly, by his choice of means he reveals the quality of his intellectual 
judgement, whether good or bad, and sound judgement, which is the root 
of wisdom, is at all levels of intelligence one of the rarest of the powers 
of mind. By continually refining his capacity to select the right means, a 
man enhances his wisdom. Thought and knowledge in their origin were 
themselves means whereby the environment was mastered, and survival 
depended upon their appropriateness to that end. Moreover, the anti-
thesis of good and bad, or right and wrong, is not confined to morals or 
to mind: it covers also that of perfect and imperfect in the physical sense. 
Means to an end embody a train of actions that begins with willing; there-
fore, will is a kind of action. Further, it is an action of the whole person, 
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for what we will, we will as an indivisible whole, and the acts in which will 
finds expression are also acts of the whole. The working of the mind, like 
the working of the body, is a ‘total-working’ process.

Action is a response to a situation and is always an alterarion of a situ-
ation; in other words, it is consummated in an end. Enlightened choice 
of the means necessarily includes inhibition or exclusion of the wrong 
or alternative means. This implies deliberation and a decision, which is 
qualitative. In mere impulse there is neither means nor end, but only a 
blind tendency towards action. Sudden situations are met by sudden, 
irrational responses, devoid of will and of deliberate choice of the appro-
priate means, and this implies misuse of the self. Whatever is done should 
be done in a way that is universally applicable to all situations, sudden or 
otherwise, satisfying all conditions, negative as well as positive, as to how 
it should be done. This rule is absolute. It imposes consistency in action, 
for an act is well done, or right, only by consistent observance of a funda-
mental principle – that of strict coherence to the right means.

The right ‘means whereby’, therefore, is a ‘good’ in the universal sense, 
surpassing that of the remote end. It is prior to the end and has the first 
claim on the operation of the will. In a sense the means become the object 
to the exclusion of the ultimate end, as in Alexander’s formula: take care 
of the means and the end will take care of itself. Consequently, in the 
physical sphere, as in the moral, the principle of strict coherence to the 
right means is all important. In addition, the use of the right means has 
values other than the capacity to attain an end, or its appropriateness 
to that end, or even its ethical status. For the right means also promote 
the process of integration, and consummated integration approximates 
to psycho-physical perfection. It is this principle of integration that con-
fers the stamp of rightness upon the means, and makes the life of action 
rational at every stage from the initial act of will to the accomplished end. 
When we will the right means, we integrate the whole existent individual. 
Culture of the self is right use of the self. Body and mind together form a 
psycho-physical whole, a unity with a double aspect, a fact emphasized in 
all Alexander’s books. The body has a mind or the mind has a body. The 
two constitute a single, dynamic unity, in which matter, life and conscious 
mind are inseparably blended.

A proper whole is not the summation of the many into the one, nor is 
it explained by adding a new factor to a collection of numbers. Wholes 
are not explained by the study of their parts. In contrast with the simple 
relationship of parts and wholes in non-organismal systems, the special-
ized relationship in living organisms is integrative value. Complete inte-
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gration makes the organism a unit. A living organism, therefore, is not an 
organism plus mind or even plus life. It is an organic unity as opposed to 
an aggregate unity, a single ordered totality with a reference to a limit or 
a whole. We cannot sum differences and the organism is a unity of differ-
ences.

The characteristic and dominant feature of a whole is function, not 
structure. The unity of an organism is a unity of functions and, function-
ally, the whole is the sphere of influence of wholeness. A living psycho-
physical organism in action, that is, a living agent, is a union of functions 
welded into a unity, which is the dynamic life of the collective body. Inte-
gration into a single system must be effected by some mechanism that 
acts in the conservation of the whole, and determines central regulation 
and coordination of all its functions. By virtue of this master factor of self-
mediating activity the organism-as-a-whole functions at its best when its 
energies and its organization are directed in a certain, specific way, and 
manifests itself under many names. The way of development, faithful to 
its origins; the way of growth; the way of true sensori-motor experience; 
the way of integration; the way leading to wholeness – these are all one, 
and that is the way laid down and traversed in Alexander’s re-educativc 
technique.

Wholeness has significance for man far surpassing that for other organ-
isms. Human personality involves essentially the idea of wholeness, for life 
and its fulfillment are imparted only to wholes. The sense of being an indi-
vidual, still more of being a person, is not just a concept of mind, but is a 
qualitative construct of psycho-physical integration. The more completely 
integrated the whole, the more individuated is the person, and the more 
he stands out from the herd and the group life of the herd. Conversely, 
the more disintegrated the whole, the less differentiated the person, until 
finally he merges into one with the herd. The average of the herd stifles 
the person – he remains an individual but loses his personality. He speaks 
with the voice of the social group and is restricted mentally to the habits 
and needs of the group.

It may be argued, however, that conformity with the herd is one of the 
essential bases of social life. Man’s relation with man in an organized com-
munity are determined by many factors and needs, which vary according 
to the type of community and the activities and qualities of its members. 
Nevertheless, there are certain factors common to all, some impersonal, 
such as general environmental conditions, problems of food supply, the 
division of labour, multiplicity of effort. Other factors, numerous and 
rather subtle, are personal and more difficult to summarize. Among them 
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are the potent stimulus of personal intercourse, co-operation and com-
petitive endeavour, the influence of religion and its ritual. All these, and 
others also in varying degrees, combine to promote individualism and 
the flowering of personality even in primitive and relatively static com-
munities; in free and progressive communities, which permit the use of 
individual variability they are correspondingly enhanced.
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